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Abstract

In this paper we introduce the Weighted Suffix Tree, an efficient data structure for computing string regularities in weighted sequences of molecular data.
Molecular Weighted Sequences can model important biological processes such
as the DNA Assembly Process or the DNA-Protein Binding Process. Thus
pattern matching or identification of repeated patterns, in biological weighted
sequences is a very important procedure in the translation of gene expression
and regulation. We present time and space efficient algorithms for constructing
the weighted suffix tree and some applications of the proposed data structure to
problems taken from the Molecular Biology area such as pattern matching, repeats discovery, discovery of the longest common subsequence of two weighted
sequences and computation of covers.
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1

Introduction

Molecular Weighted Sequences appear in various applications of Computational
Molecular Biology. A molecular weighted sequence is a molecular sequence (either a
sequence of nucleotides or aminoacids), where each character in every position is as-
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signed a certain weight. This weight could model either the probability of appearance
of a character or the stability that the character contributes in a molecular complex.
Thus in the first case a molecular weighted sequence can be the result of a DNA
Assembly process. The key problem today in sequencing a large string of DNA is that
only a small amount of DNA can be sequenced in a single read. That is, regardless
of whether the sequencing is done by a fully automated machine or by a more manual method, the longest unbroken DNA substring that can be reliably determined in
a single laboratory procedure is about 300 to 1000 (approximately 500) bases long
[4],[5]. A longer string can be used in the procedure but only the initial 500 bases
will be determined. Hence to sequence long strings or an entire genome, the DNA
must be divided into many short strings that are individually sequenced and then used
to assemble the sequence of the full string. The critical distinction between different
large-scale sequencing methods is how the task of sequencing the full DNA is divided
into manageable subtasks, so that the original sequence can be reassembled from sequences of length 500.
Reassembling DNA substrings introduces a degree of uncertainty for various positions in a biosequence. This notion of uncertainness was initially expressed with
the use of “don’t care” characters denoted as “∗”. A “don’t care” character has
the property of matching against any symbol in the given alphabet. For example
the string p = AC ∗ C∗ matches the pattern q = A ∗ GCT under the alphabet
Σ = {A, C, G, T, ∗}. In some cases though, scientists are able to go one step further
and determine the probability of a certain character to appear at the position previously characterised as wildcard. In other words, a “don’t care” character is replaced
by a probability of appearance for each of the characters of the alphabet. Such a sequence is modelled as a weighted sequence.
In the second case a molecular weighted sequence can model the binding site of
a regulatory protein. Each base in a candidate motif instance makes some positive,
negative or neutral contribution to the binding stability of the DNA-protein complex
[7], [13]. The weights assigned to each character can be thought of as modeling
those effects. If the sum of the individual contributions is greater than a treshold, the
DNA-protein complex can be considered stable enough to be functional.
Thus we need new and efficient algorithms in order to analyze molecular weighted
sequences. A fundamental problem in the analysis of Molecular Weighted Sequences
is the computation of significant repeats which represent functional and structural similarities among molecular sequences. In [10] authors presented a simple algorithm for
the computation of repeats in molecular weighted sequences. Although their algorithm
is simple and easy to be implemented, it is not efficient in space needed. In this paper we present an efficient algorithm, both in time and space limitations, to construct
the Weighted Suffix Tree, an efficient data structure for computing string regularities
in biological weighted sequences. The Weighted Suffix Tree, was firstly intoduced
in [9]. In this work, which is primarily motivated by the need to efficiently compute
repeats in a weighted sequence, we further extend the use of the Weighted Suffix Tree
to other applications on weighted sequences.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give all the basic definitions
used in the rest of the paper, in Section 3 we present the Weighted Suffix Tree while
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Word w
5
6 7
8
9 10 11
(A,0.5) T C (A,0.5) T
T
T
(C,0.5)
(C,0.3)
(G, 0)
(G,0)
(T, 0)
(T,0.2)
Figure 1. Example of a weighted word with three weighted positions. Positions consisting of
a single character indicate that this character appears with probability 1.
Position

1
A

2
C

3
T

4
T

in Section 4 we list a set of applications for the data structure. Finally in Section 5 we
conclude and discuss our research interest in open problems of the area.

2

Preliminaries

Let Σ be a finite alphabet which consists of a set of characters (or symbols). The
cardinality of an alphabet, denoted by |Σ|, expresses the number of distinct characters
in the alphabet. A string or word is a sequence of zero or more characters drawn from
an alphabet. The set of all words over the alphabet Σ is denoted by Σ+ . A word
w of length n is represented by w[1..n] = w[1]w[2] · · · w[n], where w[i] ∈ Σ for
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n = |w| is the length of w. The empty word is the empty sequence (of
zero length) and is denoted by ε; we write Σ∗ = Σ+ ∪ {ε}. Moreover a word is said
to be primitive if it cannot be written as v e with v ∈ Σ+ and e ≥ 2.
A subword u of length p is said to occur at position i in the word w if u = w[i..i +
p − 1]. In other words u is a substring of length p occurring at position i in word w. A
word has a repeat when it has two equal subwords.
In the case that for a given position of a word w we consider the presence of a set
of characters each with a given probability of appearance, we define the concept of a
weighted word w, as following:

Definition 1 A weighted word w = w[1]w[2] · · · w[n] is a sequence of positions,
where each position w[i] consists of a set of ordered pairs. Each pair has the form
(s, πi (s)), where πi (s) is the P
probability of having the character s at position i. For
every position wi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ∀s πi (s) = 1.
For example, if we consider the DNA alphabet Σ = {A,C,G,T} the word w shown
in Fig. 1 represents a word having 11 letters: the first four are definitely ACTT, the
fifth can be either A or C each with 0.5 probability of appearance, letters 6 and 7 are
T and C, and letter 8 can be A, C or T with probabilities 0.5, 0.3 and 0.2 respectively
and finally letters 9 to 11 are T. Some of the words that can be produced are: w1 =
ACT T AT CAT T T , w2 = ACT T CT CAT T T 1 , etc. The probability of presence
of a word is the cumulative probability which is calculated by multiplying the relative
probabilities of appearance of each character in every position. For the above example,
π(w1 ) = π1 (A)∗π2 (C)∗π3 (T )∗π4 (T )∗π5 (A)∗· · ·∗π8 (T ) = π5 (A)∗π8 (A) = 0.25.
Similarly π(w2 ) = π5 (C) ∗ π8 (A) = 0.25. The definition of subword can be easily
extended to accommodate weighted subwords.
1 underlined

letters indicate the choice of a particular letter in a weighted position
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The Suffix Tree
The suffix tree is a fundamental data structure supporting a wide variety of efficient string searching algorithms. In particular, the suffix tree is well known to allow
efficient and simple solutions to many problems concerning the identification and location either of a set of patterns or repeated substrings (contiguous or not) in a given
sequence. The reader can find an extended literature on such applications in [8].

Definition 2 We denote by T (S) the suffix tree of S, as the compressed trie of all
the suffixes of S$, $ 6∈ Σ. Let L(v) denote the path-label of node v in T (S), which
results by concatenating the edge labels along the path from the root to v. Leaf v of
T (S) is labeled with index i iff L(v) = S[i..n]. We define the leaf-list LL(v) of v as a
list of the leaf-labels in the subtree below v.
Linear time algorithms for suffix tree construction are presented in [14], [17].

3 The Weighted Suffix Tree
In this section we present a data structure for storing the set of suffixes of a weighted
sequence with probability of appearance greater than 1/k, where k is a given constant.
We use as fundamental data structure the suffix tree, incorporating the notion of probability of appearance for every suffix stored in a leaf. Thus, the introduced data structure
is called the Weighted Suffix Tree (abbrev. WST).
The weighted suffix tree can be considered as a generalisation of the ordinary suffix
tree to handle weighted sequences. We give a construction of this structure in the
next section. The constructed structure inherits all the interesting string manipulation
properties of the ordinary suffix tree. However, it is not straightforward to give a
formal definition as with its ordinary counterpart. A quite informal definition appears
below.

Definition 3 Let S be a weighted sequence. For every suffix starting at position
i we define a list of possible weighted subwords so that the probability of appearance
for each one of them is greater than 1/k. Denote each of them as Si,j , where j is the
subword rank in arbitrary numbering. We define W ST (S) the weighted suffix tree of a
weighted sequence S, as the compressed trie of a portion of all the weighted subwords
starting within each suffix Si of S$, $ 6∈ Σ, having a probability of appearance greater
than 1/k. Let L(v) denote the path-label of node v in W ST (S), which results by
concatenating the edge labels along the path from the root to v. Leaf v of W ST (S) is
labeled with index i if ∃j > 0 such that L(v) = Si,j [i..n] and π(Si,j [i · · · n]) ≥ 1/k,
where j > 0 denotes the j-th weighted subword starting at position i. We define the
leaf-list LL(v) of v as a list of the leaf-labels in the subtree below v.
We will use an example to illustrate the above definition. Consider again the
weighted sequence shown in Fig. 1 and suppose that we are interested in storing all
suffixes with probability of appearance greater than a predefined parameter. We will
construct the suffix tree for the sequence incorporating the notion of probability of
appearance for each suffix.
For the above sequence and k ≥ 1/4 we have the following possible prefixes for
every suffix:
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S5,3

S8,2

S3,1

S6,1

S4,2

S5,2

S2,2

Figure 2.

A Weighted Suffix Tree example.

Prefixes for suffix x[1 · · · 11]: S1,1 = ACT T AT CAT T T , π(S1,1 ) = 0.25, and
S1,2 = ACT T CT CAT T T , π(S1,2 ) = 0.25.
Prefixes for suffix x[2 · · · 11]: S2,1 = CT T AT CAT T T , π(S2,1 ) = 0.25, and
S2,2 = CT T CT CAT T T , π(S2,2 ) = 0.25, etc.
The weighted suffix tree for the above subwords appears in Fig. 2.

Construction of the WST
In this paragraph we describe an efficient algorithm for constructing the WST for
a given weighted sequence w = w[1..n], of length n. Firstly we describe the naive
approach, which is quadratic in time. As already discussed the weighted suffix tree,
(which consists of all subwords with probability of appearance greater than 1/k, k is
a given constant), is a generalized suffix tree (GST) that can be built as follows.
Step 1: For each i, (2 ≤ i ≤ n), generate all possible weighted suffixes of the
weighted sequence with probability of appearance greater than 1/k.
Step 2: Construct the Generalized Suffix Tree GST , for the list of all possible weighted
suffixes.
The above naive approach is not optimal since the time for construction is O(n2 ).
In the following paragraphs we present an alternative efficient approcah. The exact
steps of our methodology for construction are:
Step 1: Scan all the positions i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) of the weighted sequence and mark each
one according to the following criteria:
mark position i black, if none of the possible characters, listed at position
i, has probability of appearance greater than 1 − 1/k,
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...

...
...

Figure 3.

Producing all possible subwords from left to right

mark position i gray, if at least one of the possible characters listed at
position i, has probability of appearance greater than 1 − 1/k,
and finally mark position i white, if one of the possible characters has
probability of appearance equal to 1.
Notice that the following holds: at white positions we have only one possible
character appearing, thus we can call them solid positions, at black positions
since no character appears with probability greater than 1 − 1/k, more than
one character appear with probability greater than 1/k hence we can call them
branching positions. At gray positions, only one character eventually survives,
since all the possible characters except one, have probability of appearance less
than 1/k, which implies that they can not produce an eligible subword (i.e.
π(subword) ≥ 1/k). During the first step we also maintain a list B of all black
positions.
Step 2: Scan all the positions in B from left to right. At each black position i a list of
possible subwords starting from this position is created. The production of the
possible subwords is done as follows: moving rightwards, we extend the current
subwords by adding the same single character whenever we encounter a white or
gray position, only one possible choice, and creating new subwords at black positions where potentially many choices are provided. The process is illustrated
in Fig. 3. At this point we define for every produced subword two cumulative
probabilities π 0 , π 00 . The first one measures the actual subword probabilities
and the second one is defined by temporarily treating gray positions as white.
The generation of a subword stops when it meets a black position and π 00 (which
skips gray positions) has reached the 1/k threshold. We call this position extended position. Notice that the actual subword may actually be shorter as π 0
(which incorporates gray positions) may have met the 1/k threshold earlier. For
every subword we store the difference D of the actual ending position and the
extended one as shown in Fig. 4. Notice that only the actual subwords need to
be represented with the GST.
Step 3: Having produced all the subwords from every black position, we insert the
actual subwords in the generalised suffix tree in the following way. For every
subword we initially insert the corresponding extended subword in the GST and
then remove from it the redundant portion D. To further illustrate the case,
suppose that X 0 = x[i.. i + f 0 − 1] is the extended subword of the actual
subword X = x[i.. i + f − 1] (f ≤ f 0 ) that begins at black position i of the
weighted sequence in Fig. 4. Observe the following two facts:
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positions

i i+1

i+f-1

i+f'-1

...

X

D
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5

actual
subwords

Figure 4.

extended
subword

Insertion of subwords in the GST

There is no need to insert every suffix of X in the GST apart from those
starting to the left of the next black position i0 , as all the other suffixes will
be taken into account when step 2 is executed for i0 .
A suffix of X 0 can possibly extend to the right of position i + f − 1, where
the actual subword ends, since π 0 does not take gray positions into account
(cf. Fig. 4). No suffix can end though at a position greater than i + f 0 − 1,
where the extended subword ends.
We have kept every leaf storing a suffix of X 0 , in a list L. Let Dj denote the
redundant portion of suffix X 0 [i + j..i + f 0 − 1] of X 0 (cf. Fig. 4). After we
have inserted the extended subword and the proper suffixes using McCreight’s
algorithm [14], we have to remove all the Dj ’s from the GST. Starting from the
leaf corresponding to the entire X 0 , we move upwards the tree by D characters.
At the current position we eliminate the extra portion of X 0 , storing X. The next
redundancy of length D1 is at the end of X 0 [i+1..i+f 0 −1]. We locate this suffix
using the suffix link. Let λd = |Dd−1 | − |Dd |, d > 1 and λ1 = D − D1 . After
using the suffix link we also may descend by λ1 characters. At this position we
store the correct suffix (possibly extending it up to λ1 characters after position
i + f − 1). We continue the elimination procedure for theP
remaining suffixes
of X 0 , as outlined above. The entire process costs at most d>0 λd = O(D),
which is the time required to complete the suffix tree construction.
Note: The above description implicitly assumes that there are no positions i where
πi (σ) < 1/k, ∀σ ∈ Σ. If this is not the case, the sequence can be divided into
subsequences where this assumption holds and process these subsequences separately,
according to the previous algorithm.

Time and Space Analysis on the Construction of the WST
The time and space complexity analysis for the construction of the WST is based
on the combination of the following lemmas:
³
´
k
Lemma 4 At most O |Σ|log k/ log( k−1 ) subwords could start at each branching
position i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) of the weighted sequence.
Proof. Consider for example position i and the longest subword u which starts at that
position. If we suppose that u is λ characters long, its cumulative probability will be
π(u[1.. λ]) = πi (u[1]) ∗ πi+1 (u[2]) ∗ · · · ∗ πi+λ−1 (u[λ]). In order to produce this
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...
N1

N2

Figure 5.

N3

Time cost for step 2

subword we have to pass through l black positions of the weighted sequence. Recall
that at black positions none of the possible characters has probability of appearance
greater than π̂ = 1 − 1/k. Assuming that there are no gray positions that could reduce
the cumulative probability, π(u[1..λ]) is less or equal to π̂ l (taking only black positions
into account). In order to store this subword its cumulative probability is π̂ l ≥ 1/k and
k
thus l ≤ log k/ log( k−1
) by taking logarithms (all logarithms are log2 ). For example,
typical values of l are ∼
= 21.9 for k = 20 and ∼
= 1046 for k = 200.
Thus, regardless of considering or not the gray positions, u includes at most l =
O(1) black positions, or in other words, positions where new subwords are produced.
Hence, every position i of the weighted sequence can be the starting point of at most
|Σ|l number of subwords.

Lemma 5 The number of subwords with probability greater than or equal to 1/k is
at most O(n).
Proof. If every position i of the weighted sequence is the starting point of a constant
number of subwords (Lemma 4), the total number of subwords is O(n).

Lemma 6 Step 2 of the construction algorithm takes O(n) time.
Proof. Suppose that the weighted sequence is divided into windows Nj , j ≥ 1
k
(cf. Fig. 5). Each window contains l = log k/ log( k−1
) black positions.
Notice
P
that a window can contain more than l positions of all types and that j≥1 |Nj | = n.
Lets consider window Ni . Step 2 scans the black positions inside Ni . Every black
position will generate O(1) subwords (according to Lemma 4) and none of them is
going to exceed window Ni+1 because it can not be extended to more than l black
positions. Thus, the length of subwords will be at most equal to |Ni | + |Ni+1 |. Thus,
for the window Ni , step 2 costs at most O(l2 (|Ni | + |Ni+1 |)) = O(|Ni | + |Ni+1 |)
time.
PSumming up the costs for all windows we conclude that step 2 incurs a total of
O ( (|Ni | + |Ni+1 |)) = O(n) cost.

Lemma 7 Step 3 of the construction algorithm takes O(n) time.
Proof. Consider again the windows scheme as in the previous lemma and in particular
window Ni . In step 3 we insert the extended subwords in the WST that correspond to
that window. Each one of them has length at most |Ni | + |Ni+1 |. The cost to insert
those extended subwords in the WST using McCreight’s algorithm is O(l · |Ni | +
|Ni+1 |) = O(|Ni | + |Ni+1 |) and the cost to repair the WST (as we described in step
3) is O(l · D). D is always smaller than |Ni | + |Ni+1 | thus for window Ni step 3 costs
O(|Ni | + |Ni+1 |) time. Summing the costs for all windows, step 3 yields O(n) time
in total.
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Based on the previous lemmas we derive the following theorem.

Theorem 8 The time and space complexity of constructing the WST is linear to
the length of the weighted sequence.
Proof. The WST, which is a compact trie data structure, stores O(n) subwords (by
Lemma 5) and thus the space is O(n). None of the three construction steps takes more
than O(n) time so the total time complexity is O(n).

4

Applications

In this section we present three applications of the Weighted Suffix Tree, namely:
pattern matching in weighted sequences, computing repeats in weighted sequences,
detection of the longest common subsequence in weighted sequences and computation
of covers in weighted sequences.

Pattern Matching in Weighted Sequences
The classical pattern matching can be reformulated in weighted sequences as follows:
Problem 1. Given a pattern p and a weighted sequence x, find the starting positions of p in x, each with probability of appearance greater than 1/k .
Solution. Firstly, we build the WST for x with parametre k. We distinguish two
cases. If p consists entirely of non-weighted positions we spell p from the root of
the tree until at an internal node v, either we have spelled the entire p, in which case
we report all items in LL(v), or we cannot proceed further and thus we report failure. If p contains weighted positions we decompose it into solid patterns each with
Pr{occurence} > 1/k and match each one of them using the above procedure. Apparently, pattern matching can be solved in O(m + α) time, m = |p| and is α the
output size, with O(n) preprocessing.

Computing the Repeats
A lot of work has been done for identifying the repeats in a word. In [6], [2]
and [15], authors have presented efficient methods that find occurrences of squares
in a string of length n in time O(n log n) plus the time to report the detected squares.
Moreover in [11] authors presented efficient algorithms to find maximal repetitions in
a word. In the area of computational biology, algorithms for finding identical repetitions in biosequences are presented in e.g. [12] and [16].
Using the WST we can compute in linear time the repeats of a weighted sequence.
In particular, we compute the repeats of all subwords u, with Pr{u} > 1/k, ∀u. This
version of the problem is of particular biological interest.
Problem 2. Given a weighted sequence x and an integer k find all the repeats of
all possible words having a probability of appearance greater than 1/k .
Solution. We build the WST with parametre k and traverse it bottom-up. At each
internal node v, with |LL(v)| > 1 we report the items in LL(v), in pairs. This process
requires O(n) time by Lemma 5
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In the example shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the longest repeat is the word CTT, which
appears in suffixes: (S2,1 , S8,2 ), (S2,2 , S8,2 ) (with probability greater than 1/4). The
time to required by the solution is O(n + α), where α denotes the output size.

Remark 1 Apart from the repeats problem the repetitions detection in weighted
molecular sequences can be solved in O(n log n+α) time, by extending appropriately
either of the approaches in [15], [3].

Longest Common Substring in Weighted Sequences
A classical problem in string analysis is to find the longest common substring of
two given strings S1 and S2 . Here we reformulate the longest common substring problem for weighted sequences.
Problem 3. Given two weighted strings S1 and S2 , find the longest common substring with probability of appearance greater than 1/k in both strings.
Solution. An efficient and simple way to find the longest common substring in two
given weighted strings S1 and S2 is to build a generalised weighted suffix tree for S1
and S2 . The path label of any internal node is a substring common to both S1 and S2
with probability of appearance greater than 1/k. The algorithm merely finds the node
with greatest string-depth. A preorder traversal of the WST suffices to compute the
longest string-depth (for details see [8]). It is easily derived that the above procedure
runs in O(n) time.

Computing the Covers in a Weighted Sequence
In this section we address the problem of computing the set of covers in a weighted
sequence. In a more formal manner the problem can be defined as:
Problem 4 Given a weighted sequence X of length n and an integer k, find all
possible covers of X that have probability of appearance larger than 1/k.
A subword u of X is called a cover of X if and only if X can be constructed
by concatenations and superpositions of w, so that every position of X lies within
some occurrence of w in X. Two problems have been investigated in the computation
of covers, known as the shortest-cover problem(finding the shortest cover of a given
string of length n), and the all-covers problem(finding all the covers of a given string).
Apostolico, Farach and Iliopoulos first introduced the notion of covers in [1] as well as
that of shortest-cover, where a linear-time algorithm for this problem was presented.
Using the WST we can compute in O(n log n log n) time the covers of a weighted
sequence. All proper covers of X along with X itself compose the set of covers of the
weighted sequence.
Solution. We build WST(S) with parametre k for the sequence S in which every
subword appears with probability above 1/k. We merely have to examine the path to
S[1..n]. Let s1 be the leaf storing S[1..n]. Let also v be an internal node of WST(S).
At each such node v, let sv denote the string spelled in the path from the root to v.
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First we need to perform a depth-first search to construct at each internal node,
the leaf-lists of its subtree, as those correspond to occurrences of s inside the indexed
string. We organize these lists as simple linked lists, namely LL(v) at a node v. We
also need to maintain a gap-tree G, implemented as a van Emde Boas tree [18] over the
universe U = [1, 2, ..., n]. The gap-tree keeps track of the indices of leaf-lists on the
way from s1 to the root and performs predecessor-successor queries. The algorithm
entails moving upwards from s1 to the root and keeping at each node encountered, the
maximum distance, dmax of consecutive indices stored at G as well as the maximum
index value imax .
In order for an internal path label at node sv on the path from root to s1 to form a
cover, it must hold that dmax ≤ |sv | and n − imax ≤ |sv |. More informally, LL(v)
of v stores several indices in [1..n]. These correspond to repetitive occurrences of sv
in S. Consequently, sv is a cover whenever the maximum difference between any two
starting points of these occurrences is less than the |sv |.
More concretely, we start at s1 and construct an empty van Emde Boas tree G,
insert value 1 and set dmax = n and imax = 1. At each internal node we must check
whether it forms a cover according to the conditions stated above. As moving from
a node v to f ather(v), we insert all the items of the LL(w), ∀w = sibling(v) to the
tree G. After having inserted item i we perform an operation succ(i) and pred(i) in
the tree and set dmax = min{i − pred(i), succ(i) − i, dmax }. We also need to check
whether i > imax and update dmax accordingly.

Theorem 9 Computing all covers requires O(n log n log n) time.
Proof. The initialisation procedure takes O(n), to construct the LL lists at the children
of each node in path from root to s1 . At each transition from a node v to f ather(v)
a number of insertions need to be made to the gap-tree G. The number of insertions
equals the cardinality of each LL(w), ∀w = sibling(v). Each of these insertions costs
O(log log n) (see [18]). The item of each LL is only once inserted in G and subsequently left intact. Furthermore, each of the n positions in S occurs only once within
a leaf-list, thus inserted only once in G. Each such insertion causes a predecessor and
a successor operation in G which are also performed in O(log log n) time. Hence, our
algorithm incurs a total of O(n) cost for constructing leaf-lists, another O(n) maybe
spent during the bottom up traversal of the s1 -to-root path and a total O(n log log n)
time for performing operations on G, yielding the overall time complexity.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the Weighted Suffix Tree, an efficient data structure
solving a wide range of problems in weighted sequences such as: pattern matching,
repeats finding, least common substring in weighted molecular sequences, and computation of covers.
Our future direction is focused on using the WST for computing string regularities
(like for example borders and palindromes) on weighted biological sequences. Some
immediate applications in molecular biology include: using sequences containing degenerate bases, where a letter can replace several bases (for example, a B will represent
a G, T or C and a H will represent A, T or C); using logo sequences which are more or
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less related to consensus: either from assembly or from blocks obtained by a multiple
alignment program; analysis of DNA micro-arrays where expression levels of genes
are recorded under different experimental.
Moreover we believe that the Weighted Suffix Tree can also be used in the analysis
of weighted sequences in other applications of computer science. Weighted Sequences
also appear in the field of event management for complex networks, where each event
has a timestamp.
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